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Setting the Record Straight 
 

‘I am really delighted that you are doing this – that there is a 
recognition for women in politics, and what their role has been over 
the years and in Wales’.   
This is a quote from the interview conducted with Tamsin Dunwoody-
Kneafsey, former AM for Preseli Pembrokeshire 2003-2007, as part 
of the ‘Setting the Record Straight: safeguarding the papers and 
voices of women in Welsh politics’ project. Several other 
interviewees have expressed similar sentiments as they reflect upon 
their own and their female colleagues’ contributions to Welsh politics 
following Devolution in 1999.  
The project is drawing to a close now with 51 interviews completed 
with former AMs and current ASs and four further interviews 
conducted with members of the Youth Parliament.  Most of the Members have also responded well to the request 
for them to deposit and safeguard their political papers, with the Political Archive in the National Library of Wales 
and County Archives pro-active partners in this important activity. Indeed, perhaps soon there will be more 
women’s political papers archived than men’s – and this will certainly influence the perception of Welsh politics 
since Devolution among future researchers and historians. One of the latest depositors has been the Chair of 
the Archive, Dr Chris Chapman, former AM for Cynon Valley, and this has been a significant addition to the 
Political Archive of Wales. We have also managed to add value to the project by placing 42 interview clips on 
our website and on the Senedd website and by packaging clips under such themes as ‘Different Voices’ ‘Parity’ 
‘First Impressions’ etc for educational purposes through HWB. These will be very useful resources for teaching 
subjects such as Politics, History and the Welsh Baccalaureate in the future. Furthermore, a short promotional 
film is being produced for the end of the project which can be used in WAW and Senedd events in the future.  
None of this would have been possible without the unstinting hard work of our project officers. Catrin Edwards 
has led the team of film-makers and remained patient and enthusiastic in spite of all the challenging practical 
issues arising from the pandemic. She has been supported throughout by Heledd Wyn Hardy and Tash Horton. 
Kate Sullivan has been the Project Officer dealing with the political papers, the summaries of oral history 
interviews and the budget – a formidable undertaking in itself. We owe them all a great debt of thanks for 
remaining committed and positive through difficult times. We have also received constant support and advice 
from Bethan Williams, our NLHF manager; and Elin Jones, Llywydd; Ann Jones, former Deputy Presiding Officer 
and Manon Antoniazzi, Chief Executive and Clerk of the Senedd and we thank them for believing in the project 
and for their financial contributions. Two of the Senedd staff, Enfys Roberts and Elin Roberts deserve a special 
mention for always being there to discuss problems and issues which arose on the way. The Project 
Management Group has included experts in their fields: Rob Phillips of the Political Archive; Laura Cotton of the 
Archives Services and Dr Beth Thomas, of the Oral History Society and they have provided valuable advice and 
support throughout. Members of WAW’s Committee have also been generous with their time and support - so 
thank you Dr Chris Chapman as Chair, Dr Dinah Evans, Mari James, Jane Davidson (and before that Gail Allen) 
for always being there for us.   
To celebrate all these achievements, we are organising two events: a handover of the oral history interviews to 
the National Screen and Sound Archive in Aberystwyth on Friday 1 October and a celebration of the project as 
a whole in the Senedd on Tuesday 9th November. In both cases the number of attendees will be restricted, but 
further information will be sent to members in due course. Women’s Archive Wales can be justly proud that it 
has managed to complete another very ambitious and influential project which will be an invaluable contribution 
and addition to the sources of women’s history in Wales.  
 

Catrin Stevens 

http://www.womansarchivewales.org_______________________________________________________________/


 
‘Sgwrs rhwng Dwy’ - ‘In Conversation’ 
 

The aim of our virtual session in the Eisteddfod AmGen 2021 was to celebrate the current activities of Women’s 
Archive Wales. During the past year we have been members of the Women’s Peace Petition Partnership to 
remember and celebrate the women of Wales’ incredible feat in organising a huge petition to be presented to 
the women of America in 1924, to ask them to influence their leaders to join the League of Nations and to 
promote World Peace. Who better, then, to discuss this amazing accomplishment than Meg Elis, the grand-
daughter of one of the 
main organisers of the 
petition, Annie Hughes 
Griffiths, in conversation 
with Professor Mererid 
Hopwood of the Welsh 
and Celtic Studies 
Department, Aberystwyth 
University and the Peace 
Academy?  They talked 
about Meg Ellis’ 
background in 
Aberystwyth (and 
incidentally her mother 
Mari Ellis was also a 
notable Ceredigion woman who features in the Archive’s Aberystwyth Women’s Heritage Walk) and about the 
petition itself of course - its significance and impact in its own time, but how it has been forgotten and ignored 
by historians ever since. Meg explained her grandmother’s wide contacts, through her own family, through her 
first husband, Tom Ellis, the charismatic M.P.’s role, and then in London through her second husband, the 
Reverend Peter Hughes Griffiths’ chapel in Charing Cross.  
But Meg’s own campaigning was highlighted too, for the Welsh language through Cymdeithas yr Iaith (the Welsh 
language society) and for Peace in Greenham Common, and her adherence throughout to non-violent methods 
of acting. Her novel, ‘Cyn Daw’r Gaeaf’, which won the Prose Medal at the 1985 National Eisteddfod was based 
upon her experiences at Greenham Peace camp.  As a mother, worrying about her children’s future was the 
main motivation for her campaigning; and as two Grandmothers themselves now, Mererid and Meg agreed that 
the responsibilities and privileges of this awe-inspiring role gave their present campaigning a new edge and 
extra meaning. The conversation flowed and the time flew in the company of these two accomplished, 
inspirational and animated speakers. 
 

This session can still be viewed on Youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-X3TtG0Lmw. An English 
translation is available from catrinstevens@outlook.com     

STOP PRESS - IMPORTANT  

ANNUAL CONFERENCE:  2 - 3 October 2021  

 
DUE TO UNFORSEEN CIRCUMSTANCES THE CONFERENCE WILL BE HELD 
ONLINE THIS YEAR. You will receive a slightly revised programme and 
details of the speakers etc soon. 
The cost for joining the Conference online will be £20 for both days. 
Please register through the booking form on our website: 
www.womensarchivewales.org  You will receive your Zoom link on the 
morning of the Conference  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-X3TtG0Lmw.%20
mailto:catrinstevens@outlook.com
http://www.womensarchivewales.org/


Charlotte Price White Purple Plaque unveiling 
 

Friday 16th July was a warm, sunny day when a Purple Plaque recognising 
the contribution of Charlotte Price White, Suffragist, peace campaigner and 
local politician, was unveiled at her former home, ‘Rockleigh’, 50, Upper Garth 
Road, Bangor, overlooking the mountains of Snowdonia. Made by Chepstow-
based ceramicist Julia Land, it was unveiled by Charlotte’s grandson, 
Christopher Price White. This is the second Purple Plaque in north Wales and 
the seventh in Wales.  
Charlotte was nominated by the Archive’s members in Bangor and they 

worked with the Purple Plaques Wales committee to 
organise the event. Following the unveiling, we enjoyed 
a reception and an informative presentation on her life 
and work by Neil Evans and Annie Williams at Bangor 
University where Charlotte was a student in the 1890s. 
Due to Covid regulations, numbers had to be limited, but 
Shan Robinson and Dinah Evans will be organising a 
further event when restrictions are lifted so that those 
who were unable to attend can celebrate Charlotte’s life 
and work.  
Born in Scotland in 1873, Charlotte graduated in 
Science and trained as a teacher. After a period 
teaching in London, she returned to Bangor and 
remained there until her death in 1932 making an 
enormous contribution to her community and local area.  
She was an energetic leader and efficient organiser who 
succeeded in uniting the women of north Wales in their 
campaigns for women’s suffrage and world peace.  
She was the driving force of the Bangor branch of the 
National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies and 
represented north Wales on the Welsh sub-committee. 
In 1913, she was one of only two women from the area 
who completed the whole journey to London on the great 
Suffrage Pilgrimage.  
During the First World War, she raised funds to finance 

the Scottish Women’s Hospital in Serbia and assisted a young Serbian refugee placed under the care of the 
University College in Bangor. She was also one of the founder members of the first branch of the Women’s 
Institute in Britain, established in Anglesey in 1915, and an organiser for the Young Women’s Christian 
Association. 
After the war, she became a central figure in the north Wales branch of the Women’s International League for 
Peace and Freedom, a county organiser for the Welsh League of 
Nations Union’s Women’s Peace Petition to America in 1923-4 and 
one of the leaders of the Women’s Peace Pilgrimage of 1926.  
A Liberal and one of the first elected members of Caernarfonshire 
County Council, Charlotte’s political work focused on social reform, 
particularly of education and health. She sat on several boards and 
governing bodies and was a role model for women in local politics.  
When she died unexpectedly her family's wish for a private funeral 
was over-ridden. Flags flew at half-mast as the community mourned 
their great loss. 
 

If you are interested in nominating a remarkable woman in your 
locality for a Purple Plaque, visit www.purpleplaques.wales   
 

Sian Rhiannon Williams   

  

Sian Rhiannon Williams, Shan Robinson and 
Catrin Stevens 

http://www.purpleplaques.wales/


 
Welsh Women Ballad Performers – ‘Eosiaid’ (Nightingales) professionalisation and wider horizons.  
 

Research as part of a microhistorical and prosopographic PhD uncovered 
several references to ballad singers and composers particularly in the early 
decades of the period 1841 – 1911, when they were predominantly working 
class and male, for example David Jones (1803 - 1868) ‘Dafydd Dywyll’ 
Llanybydder. The archives of the National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth and 
the National Museum of Wales, St Fagans do not currently reflect the changing 
role and nature of the ballad singer in the later decades of the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries despite the extensive archive material collected by Daniel Bertie Stephens (1900 – 
1978) Abergorlech. By the end of that century several Welsh women had come to prominence as professionally 
trained ballad performers: Sarah Edith Agabeg, nee Wynne (1842 - 1897) Hollywell,  Margaret Hutcheson, nee 
Davies (1865 – 1925) Dowlais, Mary Elizabeth Davies (1855 – 1930) Middlesex, Lucy Maria Elliott, nee Clarke 
(1865 - 1939) Cardiff, Mary J Rowlands, nee Thomas (1870 – 1928) Ynyshir and Jane Antoinette Mackinley, 
nee Sterling (1841 – 1904) New York. The presence of women on home and international stages, saw the ballad 
as a medium experienced by wide and diverse audiences, adapting and flourishing, rather than declining. 
 

Huw Thomas Davies. 
 

Cardiff University PhD: Fleshing out the statistics. Rural prosopography microhistories in the context of the rural community of 
Llanybydder, Carmarthenshire: 1841 – 1911. 
 

Women’s Heritage Walks 
These have been taking place throughout the summer, and 
there are more to come. Here are accounts from Swansea, 
Narbeth, Barry, Bangor and Abergavenny. 
 

Swansea:We had five leaders on the English-medium Swansea 
walk: Elizabeth Belcham, Jenny Sabine, Gail Allen, Sue Thomas 
and Catrin Stevens; Catrin Stevens led the Welsh walk by 
herself. The English walk will be repeated in September; and the 
Welsh walk will be repeated online in October.  Swansea Bay 
was at its 
glorious best 
for our walks. 
It was great to 
be able to 

feature not only famous and upper class women like Amy 
Dillwyn and Dulcie Vivian, but also more ‘ordinary’ women 
such as the brave Ace sisters who rescued seamen from 
shipwreck in 1883; working class victims of munitions’ 
accidents in World War One and to hear the pathetic tales of 
the women incarcerated for drunkenness and prostitution in 
Swansea prison. And we also remembered one of our own, Avril Rolph, founder member of AMC/WAW and a 
librarian at Swansea University. The walkers really appreciated the walks and the accompanying booklet.  
Catrin Stevens 

 
Narberth: 
The main town car park was a convenient meeting place, and 
Narberth Museum an ideal socially distanced venue for coffee, 
before we headed off into the countryside for our final visit. That 

was to the home of the redoubtable 
Annie Webb. To stand in front of the 
building that Annie constructed 

herself, from blocks she formed beside the neighbouring stream 
was an amazing experience. Our final stop was a fitting climax to 

Jenny Sabine and Gail Allen talking about Dulcie 
Vivian in the shade. 

Catrin Stevens at the munition workers’ plaque at the 
Cenotaph 
 

Narberth Castle, legendary home 
of the semi-mystical Rhiannon 



our appreciation of the wide ranging talents and tenacity of a memorable few 
of the many characters amongst the Women of West Wales. Emma plans to 
organise another Women’s Heritage Walk for September. The walk marks a 
step along the path of a mutually beneficial collaboration between Narberth 
Museum and Women’s Archive Wales.  
Alison Elliot 
 
 

Barry Women’s Heritage Walk: 
The importance of remembering the 
contribution of inspirational women was emphasised by Jane Hutt MS, 
Minister for Social Justice, when she spoke about the Barry MP, Dorothy 
Rees on the Barry Women’s Heritage Walk on Saturday 19th June. Led by 
Sian Rhiannon, an enthusiastic group of members and friends of AMC/ WAW 

spent an enjoyable morning visiting sites 
in the Romilly Park area associated with 
13 notable women, including artist 
Margaret Lindsay Williams, composer 
Grace Williams and educationists 

Elizabeth Phillips Hughes and Ellen Evans.  Sue Bowyer shared her research 
on Beatrice Lewis, one of the first women local councillors in Barry, and 
several participants contributed their local knowledge, which was an added 

bonus. We hope to do it again before too long. Sian Rhiannon Williams    
                      
Bangor Heritage Walk: Having had to abandon our walk a 
couple of weeks ago because of rain, thunder and lightning, 
Shan, Val and I were so relieved when last Saturday’s 
weather was simply showery (sun would perhaps have been 
too much to hope for this summer) and our walk could go 
ahead.  At 11 am eleven walkers met us at the Lookout over 
the Wartski Fields from where we walked through Upper 
Bangor, down College Road and into Upper Garth Road. 
The walkers divided naturally into two groups, those who 
wanted to hear the histories in Welsh, led by Shan, and in 
English, led by me (Dinah), Val was the photographer and also a steward 
(resplendent in a big yellow raincoat). 
Our walk took longer than we had estimated because the groups weren’t simply content with hearing the histories 
and moving on but also had questions to ask as well as their own memories and recollections of the women we 
were discussing. By the end of the walk we were left feeling that we had 
made many new friends, even if we were all a little damp!  Dinah Evans 

 

Abergavenny: two walks were 
held here in June, both alas in 
English, but we hope to 
organise a Welsh one soon. We 
covered a wide range of women 
including the fearsome Maud 
de Braose at the Castle, via 
suffragettes and more recent 
women protesters, Vulcana the 
strong woman, Ethel Lina White 

who wrote thrillers including the one that became ‘The Lady Vanishes’ before finishing at the former Police 
Station where various unfortunate Abergavenny women ended up before the magistrates.   Caroline Fairclough 
 

All of these walks, and more, are available to download as PDFs from the Women’s Archive website website 
https://www.womensarchivewales.org/en/womens-heritage-walks-2021. We hope to feature more Women’s 
Heritage Walks in a future Newsletter. 

Some of the Barry walkers outside 
the former home of Grace Williams 
whose music was inspired by the 
seascapes of the nearby Knap beach  
 

Trinity Almshouses founded by Rachel 
Herbert in 1843 and still occupied 

Abergavenny Union Workhouse, built 1837 
– 8. In 1878 Ellen Fielder became the first 
woman Guardian of the Poor in Wales. 

Emma by her favourite venue, Annie Webb’s self-build home 

The Bangor Walkers in the drizzle 

https://www.womensarchivewales.org/en/womens-heritage-walks-2021


 

Patti Flynn 1937-2020 
 

The celebrated jazz singer Patti Flynn (born Patricia Maude 
Young) died a year ago in September. As well as being a singer 
and an actress, she was a social activist and campaigner for 
Black History. Below is part of an interview with Jen Wilson, 
recorded in 2005.  
 

“I am proud of my African Caribbean heritage and my family. I 
was born in Tiger Bay, Cardiff, the youngest of six children in a 
mixed marriage. My mother from Cardiff married my merchant 
seaman father from Jamaica, a British colony where slavery 
existed until 1838. The realisation that one’s ancestors were 
enslaved in human bondage is overwhelming. I visited Grand 
Cayman where thousands of African people were mercilessly 
sold into slavery. They had nothing but their music. This 
inheritance is mine.  
Music surrounded my family down the Bay. We attended St 
Mary’s Church choir. My two eldest brothers toured with 
Steffani’s Silver Songsters. During World War Two, my father 
and both brothers lost their lives; their names are engraved on 
marble war memorials. Guitarist Victor Parker encouraged me 
to sing in public on my eighteenth birthday in the Glamorgan Pub. I sang ‘Hey There’ and ‘S’wonderful’ with 
brilliant musicians, Johnny Maggs piano, Ray Norma bongo drums, Johnny Silva double bass, accordionist 
Norman Ali, and maestro Victor Parker himself ... to great acclaim. I’ve sung in workingmen’s clubs, cabarets, 
theatres, on cruises and travelled the world with bands, understudied Elaine Delmar in Bubbling Brown Sugar, 
and presented my own radio programmes in Spain.  
I currently tour jazz heritage shows with Humie Webbe and am undertaking a course of study through a bursary 
at Ruskin College, Oxford, in order to finish my current book, ‘Born Down My Tiger Bay’. I am a mother of three 
and proud grandmother of three. I am also so proud of being Welsh.”  
 

Part of an Oral History interview with Jen Wilson for the Jazz Heritage Wales Touring Exhibition panels 2005. 
Many thanks to Jen for providing this. 
 

Rachel Barrett 
 

A Blue Plaque was recently unveiled in 
Llandeilo to honour the life and work of 
Rachel Barrett, one of the most influential 
figures of the suffrage movement. This 
was the second Blue Plaque dedicated to 
this important and talented woman, the 
first having been unveiled in Carmarthen 
some three years ago. Thanks to Gaynor 
Jones for her leadership in the 
commissioning of the Llandeilo plaque 
and to several local groups who were 
financial sponsors. 
Rachel Barrett was brought up in Morley 
Street Carmarthen, the daughter of ‘Welsh, Welsh-speaking parents’. In the late 1890s, she won a scholarship 
to Aberystwyth University where she was awarded the degree of B.Sc. in mathematics and science. She taught 
in Carmarthen and Penarth Girls’ Schools and, by 1905, was whole- heartedly committed to the suffrage 
movement. After being hit by a malevolent bag of flour while speaking in Cardiff docks, she left her teaching post 
and travelled to London intending to study for a D.Sc. at the London School of Economics. However, she soon  
became a full time worker for the WSPU and, as Ryland Wallace comments, ‘[w]omen’s suffrage came to 
consume the existence of many women and of no Welsh woman was this more true than of Rachel Barrett, who 



dedicated almost a decade of her life to the cause’. Rachel embarked on an exhausting programme of public 
speaking and other events. Typical of her work was a speech she gave in Barry in March 1910. She spoke on 
the lack of coverage given to the suffrage movement by the press and the unfair under-payment of women which 
meant that ‘women were driven to lives of immorality’. She concluded by saying that she hoped ‘the day would 
come when men would say that the suffragettes had become such a nuisance and bother that they should be 
given the vote’. 
In the summer of 1910, the WSPU’s attention turned to David Lloyd George and Rachel personally challenged 
him on several occasions, showing tenacity and ability to engage in political argument. Shortly after meeting 
him, she was appointed as the organiser for Wales and, as well as much public speaking, she organised Mrs 
Pankhurst’s tour of North Wales in June 1911. By the final months of 
1911, Rachel had become a key figure in the movement and was one 
of a small number of Welsh women who met with Reginald McKenna, 
the Home Secretary, in the House of Commons. Rachel’s strong 
beliefs placed her on the left-wing of the movement. As she became 
established in London, she spoke alongside the Pankhursts and 
Annie Kenney at venues throughout England and Wales. She focused 
on the general issues surrounding the cause and on the status of 
imprisoned suffragettes, calling for them to be treated as political 
prisoners. She also defended the more aggressive methods of 
campaigning, including burning buildings and smashing windows.   
One aspect of Rachel Barrett’s work for the movement was her 
photography of significant people and occasions. One of the most 
famous photographs that is attributed to her was taken outside the 
Houses of Parliament on 18 November 1910, known as ‘Black Friday’ 
when Prime Minister Asquith once again failed to deliver the 
provisions of the Conciliation Bill. A few weeks later, after Christabel 
Pankhurst’s escape to Paris, she was chosen by Annie Kenney to 
help her run the national WSPU campaign and, in the autumn of 1912, was put in charge ‘The Suffragette’ 
newspaper. By 1913 she was effectively, the editor of The Suffragette as Christabel Pankhurst was in political 
exile in France. At the height of its circulation, it sold 40,000 copies a week.  
On 30 April 1913, the police raided the WSPU office at Lincoln’s Inn House and Rachel, with five others, was 
arrested. In June all six were found guilty of conspiracy to ‘commit damage to property and inciting others to do 
so’. Rachel was sentenced to nine months in prison. She was detained, initially, in Holloway and then in 
Canterbury prison, where she immediately went on hunger strike. Released into a nursing home when she 
became ‘very feeble’, she was re-arrested after three weeks of recuperation. This pattern of arrest and release 
was repeated several times, including on one occasion in July 1913 when she was re-arrested after speaking at 
a public meeting in the Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street. After this incident, Rachel went on thirst and hunger 
strike; when released she was in a very poor physical condition. After a period of recuperation she was smuggled 
into Kingsway House under the eyes of the detectives. She lived in secret until the following May, editing and 
publishing The Suffragette every week.  
At the outbreak of war, the unconditional release of suffragette prisoners was announced, and Mrs Pankhurst 
declared a suspension of all agitation in order to support the war effort. Rachel taught in a boys’ school in 
Berkshire during the war and continued campaigning for equal pay for women. In 1919, Rachel undertook a road 
trip around America with Ida Wylie, the novelist. They lived for some time in California and, after the relationship 
ended, Rachel moved to Sible Hedingham, Essex, where she became a member of the Suffragette Fellowship. 
She died in a Sussex nursing home, aged seventy-nine, in 1953. 
Rachel was a woman of excellent academic ability who totally dedicated her life to the cause of women’s suffrage 
for over a decade. As a result of her involvement in the movement, her health was damaged, and, with the 
granting of the vote to women in 1918, her public life ended. It is clear that she was of considerable importance 
to the movement and that the more well-known and lauded suffragettes utterly relied on Rachel as an important 
negotiator, writer, photographer, speaker and campaigner.  
 

Mary Thorley 
 
 
 



Zoom Winter Lecture Programme 2021 – 22 
 

Following the success of last winter’s lectures on Zoom we have prepared a programme for winter 2021-22. The 
details of how to join these sessions will be sent out after the Conference weekend, but the programme is here 
so that you can put the dates in your diaries! 
Details of how to apply for a link for the talks will be on the website, and we will also email all members early in 
October. We welcome non-members of WAW to apply for a link through the website, though obviously we hope 
that they will later join the Archive. 
 

 
 

A History of Women in Men’s Clothes: From Cross-Dressing to Empowerment. 
Norena Shopland  
Published by Pen and Sword Books 2021, £20.  
 

This book gives a lively and fascinating history of how, by the shedding of their 
traditional forms of dress, women became empowered.  Using many examples from 
Wales and across the world, Shopland provides a powerful interpretation of how 
women’s clothing could be a form of control, preventing them from carrying out their 
desired activities in the workplace, in the home and at their leisure. 
The book demonstrates the ways in which women who dressed unconventionally 
were regarded as ‘novelties’ and as being unnatural. Often, the mere appearance of 
a woman in men’s clothing became a newsworthy item such as the appearance of a 
woman driving a horse in Aberystwyth in 1903. It was not just that these women were 
regarded as ‘unfeminine’ but it was also a matter of concern that they might be able 
to undertake tasks traditionally performed by men. 
The book covers a broad sweep of issues including the sociological and psychological 
issues surrounding dress and how important the image women presented was (and is). The Two World Wars 
and the adoption of trouser wearing by celebrities and others proved to be landmarks in the development of the 
rights of women to dress in the way that they wished. 
The story the book tells is, in many ways, one of  positive development and progress in the women’s history but 
also adds the very serious cautionary note that all too often the women featured in the book were able to achieve 
what they did because they ‘passed as men’. Shopland also reminds the reader that there are still some countries 
where women are not allowed to wear trousers and the judging of women on their appearance alone continues. 
This is an entertaining and informative read but one which raises important issues about the perceptions that 
society has had and continues to have about women and their dress.    
 

MT 

Date Time Speaker Title 

Wednesday 
13thOctober 
 

4.00 Emma Baines  'Women of West Wales: A Bigger Picture' 

Wednesday 
17thNovember 

4.00 Mary Thorley 'Provided we did not appoint a good-looking one'. 
Women in the medical professions: their 
trials and triumphs in the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries. 
 

Tuesday 14thDecember 
 

4.00 Annie Williams ‘Charlotte Price White: Swffragydd ac 
Ymgyrchydd Heddwch.’ 
 

Wednesday 
19thJanuary 
 

4.00 Jenny Sabine ‘Women of the Swansea Lit and Phil’ 

Tuesday 15th February 
 

4.00 Marion Loeffler ‘Arloeswraig Anesmwyth? Hester Lynch Thrale 
Piozzi a’r Traddodiad Cymreig’ 
 

Wednesday 16thMarch 
 

4.00 Dinah Evans ‘The resolute Mrs Thoday’ 



 
Women for Life on Earth – 40th Anniversary of the march from Cardiff to Greenham Common. 
Remembering the walk to Greenham Common 40 years ago. 

 

In partnership with St Fagans museum, the Archive marked the 40th 

anniversary of the 1981 walk to Greenham Common with a webinar 
conversation, chaired by Chris Chapman and Elen Phillips.   
Ann Pettitt described how the fear of nuclear war was the impetus for 
planning the protest against the siting of cruise missiles at Greenham 
Common.  Sue Lent also set off on the first leg of the walk from Cardiff, 
and was then inspired to continue the whole way with her son in his 
pushchair.  Jill Evans went up to the camp as often as she could around 

her job.  She 
reminded us 
of the history 
of peace 
activism in the Rhondda valley (thanks to the BBC 
for ‘Mothers, Missiles and the American 
President’), and she referred to the current project 
on the Women’s Peace Petition of 1923.   
I enjoyed linking the discussion with my own 
memories, especially joining the Embrace the Base 
protest in December 1982.    Gail Allen 

A number of Archive members were among those who assembled at Gorsedd Gardens, Cardiff, on 26th August 
before beginning the commemorative march to Greenham 
Common. The two (Welsh stages) were Cardiff to Newport, 
Newport to Chepstow, and Ann Pettitt and Sue Lent were among 
the marchers. 
Other programmes commemorating the events of 40 years ago are 
still available to view. BBC Wales’s documentary about the 
Brinkworth sisters of Porth can be found here: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m000z51p/mothers-

missiles-and-the-american-president 
Members of AMC/WAW also contributed to this feature-length film. 
The director writes ‘Thank you again for your help and support 
throughout the process of making this movie. We hope it will help 
to keep the Greenham spirit alive and inspire many more people to 
make a difference, just as the women in this film have.’ The film 
premieres at the BFI London International Film Festival on October 
7th at 18:15. You can see the trailer, including Karmen Thomas, 

here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWirc-uWGgQ  

Clockwise from top left: Chris Chapman, Ann Pettitt, Sue Lent, Jill Evans. Link to the webinar - courtesy St Fagans History Museum: 
https://youtu.be/qYN8o-YMEIE 

 

Banner by Thalia Campbell, 
courtesy St Fagans History Museum 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m000z51p/mothers-missiles-and-the-american-president
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m000z51p/mothers-missiles-and-the-american-president
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWirc-uWGgQ
https://youtu.be/qYN8o-YMEIE


Rewarding Schools’ Work on Women’s 

History 

The Welsh Heritage Schools’ Initiative holds an 
annual competition for work done by schools on 
the history and heritage of Wales. The 
competition is open to every school in Wales, 
and to pupils of all ages and abilities.  The 
Initiative is generously supported by a range of 
institutions in Wales, including the Hodge and 
Moondance Foundations, the National Museum 
and the National Library, and has also received 
financial help from CADW 
For some years the Archive has also 
contributed a prize for the best work on the 
history of women in Wales. At the beginning it 
was pretty difficult to find any work on this subject, let alone work that merited a prize! But things have improved 
very encouragingly over the years and more recently several schools have received our prize.  
This year, for the first time, the Initiative decided to hold the competition digitally, and the organisers found 
schools were already thoroughly at home with the technology! Several schools submitted very high quality work 
on a wide range of topics. Bearing in mind all the difficulties of the past year, the excellent work submitted was 
a tribute to the dedication of both teachers and pupils.  
One of the best entries was that of Saint Illtyd Catholic Primary School, Merthyr Tudful, on “Wonderful Women 
of Wales/Menywod Gwych Cymru”, and it is this school which received the Archive’s prize this year. The pupils 
had investigated the history of two Merthyr women, Lady Charlotte Guest and the designer Laura Ashley, but 
also looked at two women from other areas, namely Betsi Cadwaladr and Mari Jones. They had found out a 
great deal about the contribution made by each of them in their very different fields, and presented their finding 
in a fresh and appealing formats. You can find out more about their work, that of the other prize-winners and the 
competition itself by going to https://www.whsi.org.uk/  
Schools receive reminders about the competition in the autumn term and the closing date is January 31 every 
year. If you know of a school which is doing good work in Welsh history or on any aspect of our heritage, remind 
them of the competition (and the generous prizes available) - especially, of course, if they are studying women’s 
history!  
Elin Jones 

 

Llafur Cyfrol 12 number 4 (2019/20) 
The current Volume of Llafur has a greater emphasis on women’s history than has 
perhaps been the case in the past. A reflective piece by Stephanie Ward traces the 
sometimes ambivalent relationship between Llafur and the women’s history 
movement. She highlights the pioneering work of Deirdre Beddoe, particularly her 
1981 article ‘Towards a Welsh Women’s History’ (Llafur 3.2) ‘a foundational piece of 
the study of Welsh women’s history’, and suggests various ways forward. 
This volume also contains research articles by Elin Tomos, Sophie Thompson, Teleri 
Owen and Rachel Lock Lewis. Jean Silvan Evans has written a long appreciation of 
Audrey Jones (1929 – 2014).         https://www.llafur.org/ 
 
Llafur is also joining with Archif Menywod Cymru/Women’s Archive Wales, University of South Wales, the 
Association of Welsh Writing in English, Llafur, and Pontypridd Museum in organising the Conference:  
Imagining History: Wales in fiction and fact. This will be held on 12th and 13th November 2021. This will be a 
hybrid Conference based upon the University of South Wales.  
It is intended as a Conference for the general interested public as well as academics. Details will be sent to 
members nearer the date.  

Part of St Illtyd’s winning entry 

Women’s Archive Wales, Richard Burton Archives, Singleton Park Library, Swansea University, Singleton Park, Swansea, Wales, SA28PP 
8PP Wales SA2 8PP  
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